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ABSTRACT: Hardware acceleration has been proved an extremely promising implementation strategy for the digital 
signal processing (DSP) domain. Rather than adopting a monolithic application-specific integrated circuit design 
approach, in this brief, we present a novel accelerator architecture comprising flexible computational units that support 
the execution of a large set of operation templates found in DSP kernels. We differentiate from previous works on 
flexible accelerators by enabling computations to be aggressively performed with carry-save (CS) formatted data. 
Advanced arithmetic design concepts, i.e., recording techniques, are utilized enabling CS optimizations to be 
performed in a larger scope than in previous approaches. Extensive experimental evaluations show that the proposed 
accelerator architecture delivers average gains of up to 61.91% in area-delay product and 54.43% in energy 
consumption compared with the state-of-art flexible data paths. In paper their task is fully concentrated on 16 bit 
operation but we focus on 32 bit operations. The polynomial algorithm is used to reduce the time delay which 
automatically leads the speed increasing ratio. The Multi dimensional signal processing scheme improves the control 
unit to control the entire mux unit and register bank. A domain-specific architecture generation algorithm is used to 
improve the acceleration of DSP. 
 
KEYWORDS: Digital Signal Processing (DSP), Hardware Acceleration, Integrated Circuit Design, Carry-Save 
Formatted Data, Polynomial Algorithm. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

     Modern embedded systems target high-end application domains requiring efficient implementations of 
computationally intensive digital signal processing (DSP) functions. The incorporation of heterogeneity through 
specialized hardware accelerators improves performance and reduces energy consumption. Although application-
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) form the ideal acceleration solution in terms of performance and power, their 
inflexibility leads to increased silicon complexity, as multiple instantiated ASICs are needed to accelerate various 
kernels.  
Many researchers have proposed the use of domain-specific coarse-grained reconfigurable accelerators in order to 
increase ASICs’ flexibility without significantly compromising their performance. High-performance flexible datapaths 
have been proposed to efficiently map primitive or chained operations found in the initial data-flow graph (DFG) of a 
kernel. The templates of complex chained operations are either extracted directly from the kernel’s DFG or specified in 
a predefined behavioral template library. Design decisions on the accelerator’s data path highly impact its efficiency. 
Existing works on coarse-grained reconfigurable data paths mainly exploit architecture-level optimizations, e.g., 
increased instruction-level parallelism (ILP). 
The domain-specific architecture generation algorithms vary the type and number of computation units achieving a 
customized design structure. In flexible architectures were proposed exploiting ILP and operation chaining. Recently, 
Ansaloni et al. adopted aggressive operation chaining to enable the computation of entire sub expressions using 
multiple ALUs with heterogeneous arithmetic features. 
The aforementioned reconfigurable architectures exclude arithmetic optimizations during the architectural synthesis 
and consider them only at the internal circuit structure of primitive components, e.g., adders, during the logic synthesis. 
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However, research activities have shown that the arithmetic optimizations at higher abstraction levels than the 
structural circuit one significantly impact on the datapath performance. In timing-driven optimizations based on carry-
save (CS) arithmetic were performed at the post-Register Transfer Level (RTL) design stage. In common sub 
expression elimination in CS computations is used to optimize linear DSP circuits. Verma et al. developed 
transformation techniques on the application’s DFG to maximize the use of CS arithmetic prior the actual data path 
synthesis. 
The aforementioned CS optimization approaches target inflexible data path, i.e., ASIC, implementations. Recently, 
Xydis et al. proposed a flexible architecture combining the ILP and pipelining techniques with the CS-aware operation 
chaining. However, the entire aforementioned solutions feature an inherent limitation, i.e., CS optimization is bounded 
to merging only additions/subtractions. A CS to binary conversion is inserted before each operation that differs from 
addition/subtraction, e.g., multiplication, thus, allocating multiple CS to binary conversions that heavily degrades 
performance due to time-consuming carry propagations. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

     The major part of the project development sector considers and fully survey all the required needs for developing 
the project. Before developing the tools and the associated designing it is necessary to determine and survey the time 
factor, resource requirement, man power, economy, and company strength. Once these things are satisfied and fully 
surveyed, then the next step is to determine about the software specifications in the respective system such as what type 
of operating system the project would require, and what are all the necessary software are needed to proceed with the 
next step such as developing the tools, and the associated operations. 
Many researchers have proposed in the past systems, the use of domain-specific coarse-grained reconfigurable 
accelerators in order to increase ASICs’ flexibility without significantly compromising their performance. High-
performance flexible data paths have been proposed to efficiently map primitive or chained operations found in the 
initial data-flow graph (DFG) of a kernel. The templates of complex chained operations are either extracted directly 
from the kernel’s DFG or specified in a predefined behavioral template library. Design decisions on the accelerator’s 
data path highly impact its efficiency.  Existing works on coarse-grained reconfigurable data paths mainly exploit 
architecture-level optimizations, e.g., increased instruction-level parallelism (ILP). 
 
A. A flexible and energy-efficient coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture for mobile systems  
      Two of the most important design issues for next generation handheld devices are wireless networking and the 
processing of multimedia content. Both applications rely heavily on computationally intensive digital signal processing 
algorithms. Programmable architectures that keep pace with the increasing performance requirements become more and 
more power hungry. This is problematic for a battery powered mobile device, since it has only a limited amount of 
energy available. Conversely, dedicated architectures are too inflexible to keep pace with changing standards and 
feature sets. A mobile device requires high-performance, flexibility and (energy-)efficiency. These contradicting 
requirements need to be balanced in the system architecture of a mobile device. In this paper a heterogeneous 
architecture of domain specific processing tiles is proposed. The focal point is the coarse-grained reconfigurable 
architecture of the Montium processing tile, which is designed to execute digital signal processing algorithms energy-
efficiently. 
 
B. ADRES: An architecture with tightly coupled VLIW processor and coarse-grained reconfigurable matrix 
     The coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures have advantages over the traditional FPGAs in terms of delay, area 
and configuration time. To execute entire applications, most of them combine an instruction set processor(ISP) and a 
reconfigurable matrix. However, not much attention is paid to the integration of these two parts, which results in high 
communication overhead and programming difficulty. To address this problem, we propose a novel architecture with 
tightly coupled very long instruction word (VLIW) processor and coarse-grained reconfigurable matrix. The 
advantages include simplified programming model, shared resource costs, and reduced communication overhead. To 
exploit this architecture, our previously developed compiler framework is adapted to the new architecture. The results 
show that the new architecture has good performance and is very compiler-friendly. 
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C. A high-performance data path for synthesizing DSP kernels  
      A high-performance data path to implement digital signal processing (DSP) kernels is introduced in this paper. The 
data path is realized by a flexible computational component (FCC), which is a pure combinational circuit and it can 
implement any 2 times 2 template (cluster) of primitive resources. Thus, the data path's performance benefits from the 
intracomponent chaining of operations. Due to the flexible structure of the FCC, the data path is implemented by a 
small number of such components. This allows for direct connections among FCCs and for exploiting intercomponent 
chaining, which further improves performance. Due to the universality and flexibility of the FCC, simple and efficient 
algorithms perform scheduling and binding of the data flow graph (DFG). DSP benchmarks synthesized with the FCC 
data path method show significant performance improvements when compared with template-based data path designs. 
Detailed results on execution time, FCC utilization, and area are presented. 
 
D. Automatic design of reconfigurable domainspecific flexible cores 
    Reconfigurable hardware is ideal for use in systems-on-a-chip (SoC), as it provides both hardware-level performance 
and post-fabrication flexibility. However, any one architecture is rarely equally optimized for all applications. SoCs 
targeting a specific set of applications can greatly benefit from incorporating customized reconfigurable logic instead of 
generic field-programmable gate-array (FPGA) logic. Unfortunately, manually designing a domain-specific 
architecture for every SoC would require significant design time. Instead, this paper discusses our initial efforts towards 
creating a reconfigurable hardware generator capable of automatically creating flexible, yet domain-specific, designs. 
Our tests indicate that our generated architectures are more than 5times smaller than equivalent FPGA implementations 
and nearly as area-efficient as standard cell designs. We also use a novel technique employing synthetic circuit 
generation to demonstrate the flexibility of our architecture generation techniques. 
 
E.  Designing coarse-grain reconfigurable architectures by inlining flexibility into custom arithmetic data-paths 
This system introduces a design technique for coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures targeting digital signal 
processing (DSP) applications. The design procedure is analyzed in detail and an area-time-power efficient 
reconfigurable kernel architecture is presented. The proposed technique inlines flexibility into custom carry-save (CS) 
arithmetic data paths exploiting a stable and canonical interconnection scheme. The canonical interconnection is 
revealed by a transformation, called uniformity transformation, imposed on the basic architectures of CS-multipliers 
and CS-chain-adders/subtractors. Experimental results including quantitative and qualitative comparisons with existing 
reconfigurable arithmetic cores and exploration results of the proposed reconfigurable architecture are provided. 
 

III. PROPOSED SCHEME 
 

     In this system, we propose a high-performance architectural scheme for the synthesis of flexible hardware DSP 
accelerators by combining optimization techniques from both the architecture and arithmetic levels of abstraction. We 
introduce a flexible data path architecture that exploits CS optimized templates of chained operations. The proposed 
architecture comprises flexible computational units (FCUs), which enable the execution of a large set of operation 
templates found in DSP kernels. The proposed accelerator architecture delivers average gains of up to 61.91% in area-
delay product and 54.43% in energy consumption compared to state-of-art flexible data paths, sustaining efficiency 
toward scaled technologies. 
 
A. Carry-Save Arithmetic: Motivational Observations And Limitations 
      CS representation has been widely used to design fast arithmetic circuits due to its inherent advantage of 
eliminating the large carry-propagation chains. CS arithmetic optimizations rearrange the application’s DFG and reveal 
multiple input additive operations (i.e., chained additions in the initial DFG), which can be mapped onto CS 
compressors. The goal is to maximize the range that a CS computation is performed within the DFG. However, 
whenever a multiplication node is interleaved in the DFG, either a CS to binary conversion is invoked or the DFG is 
transformed using the distributive property. Thus, the aforementioned CS optimization approaches have limited impact 
on DFGs dominated by multiplications, e.g., filtering DSP applications. In this brief, we tackle the aforementioned 
limitation by exploiting the CS to modified Booth (MB) recoding each time a multiplication needs to be performed 
within a CS-optimized data path. Thus, the computations throughout the multiplications are processed using CS 
arithmetic and the operations in the targeted data path are carried out without using any intermediate carry-propagate 
adder for CS to binary conversion, thus improving performance. 
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B. Proposed Flexible Accelerator 
     The proposed flexible accelerator architecture is shown in Fig. 1. Each FCU operates directly on CS operands and 
produces data in the same form1 for direct reuse of intermediate results. Each FCU operates on 16-bit operands. Such a 
bit-length is adequate for the most DSP data paths, but the architectural concept of the FCU can be straightforwardly 
adapted for smaller or larger bit-lengths. The number of FCUs is determined at design time based on the ILP and area 
constraints imposed by the designer. The CS to Bin module is a ripple-carry adder and converts the CS form to the 
two’s complement one. The register bank consists of scratch registers and is used for storing intermediate results and 
sharing operands among the FCUs. Different DSP kernels (i.e., different register allocation and data communication 
patterns per kernel) can be mapped onto the proposed architecture using post-RTL data path interconnection sharing 
techniques. The control unit drives the overall architecture (i.e., communication between the data port and the register 
bank, configuration words of the FCUs and selection signals for the multiplexers) in each clock cycle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Abstract form of the Flexible Data Path 
 
C. Structure of the Proposed Flexible Computational Unit 
     The structure of the FCU (Fig. 2) has been designed to enable high-performance flexible operation chaining based 
on a library of operation templates. Each FCU can be configured to any of the T1–T5 operation templates shown in Fig. 
3. The proposed FCU enables intra-template operation chaining by fusing the additions The FCU is able to operate on 
either CS or two’s complement formatted operands, since a CS operand comprises two 2’s complement binary 
numbers.  
The following relation holds for all CS data: X∗ = {XC, XS} = XC + XS. The operand A is a two’s complement 
number. The alternative execution paths in each FCU are specified after properly setting the control signals of the 
multiplexers MUX1 and MUX2 (Fig. 2). 
The multiplexer MUX0 outputs Y ∗ when CL0 = 0 (i.e., X∗ + Y ∗ is carried out) or Y ∗ when X∗ − Y ∗ is required and 
CL0 = 1. The two’s complement 4:2 CS adder produces the N∗ = X∗ +Y ∗ when the input carry equals 0 or the N∗ = 
X∗ −Y ∗ when the input carry equals 1. The MUX1 determines if N∗ (1) or K∗ (2) is multiplied with A. TheMUX2 
specifies if K∗ (1) or N∗ (2) is added with the multiplication product. The multiplexer MUX3 accepts the output of 
MUX2 and its 1’s complement and outputs the former one when an addition with the multiplication product is required 
(i.e., CL3 = 0) or the later one when a subtraction is carried out (i.e., CL3 = 1). The 1-bit ace for the subtraction is 
added in the CS adder tree. 
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Fig.2 FLU 
 
The multiplier comprises a CS-to-MB module, which adopts a recently proposed technique to recode the 17-bit P∗ in 
its respective MB digits with minimal carry propagation. The multiplier’s product consists of 17 bits. The multiplier 
includes a compensation method for reducing the error imposed at the product’s accuracy by the truncation technique. 
However, since all the FCU inputs consist of 16 bits and provided that there are no overflows, the 16 most significant 
bits of the 17-bit W∗ (i.e., the output of the Carry-Save Adder (CSA) tree, and thus, of the FCU) are inserted in the 
appropriate FCU when requested. 
 

IV. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
      

 
 

Fig.3 Block Diagram 
 

The major part of the project development sector considers and fully survey all the required needs for developing the 
project. Once these things are satisfied and fully surveyed, then the next step is to determine about the software 
specifications in the respective system such as what type of operating system the project would require, and what are all 
the necessary software are needed to proceed with the next step such as developing the tools, and the associated 
operations. Generally algorithms shows a result for exploring a single thing that is either be a performance, or speed, or 
accuracy, and so on. An architecture description is a formal description and representation of a system, organized in a 
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way that supports reasoning about the structures and behaviors of the system. System architecture can comprise system 
components, the externally visible properties of those components, the relationships (e.g. the behavior) between them. 
Their task is fully concentrated on 16 bit operation but we focus on 32 bit operations. The polynomial algorithm is used 
to reduce the time delay which automatically leads the speed increasing ratio. The Multi dimensional signal processing 
scheme improves the control unit to control the entire MUX unit and register bank. A domain-specific architecture 
generation algorithm is used to improve the acceleration of DSP. Two sets of MUX principles are used in this system 
for performing different ALU operations. 
The first MUX is selected based on the select line which will get the data input data A and B from the register bank, 
which is stored in some particular memory regions. The Control Unit which controls the register bank. Based on the 
select line the MUX generates any one of the ALU output, that output is feeded back to the second MUX. The select 
line is control by using Control Unit and as well as the K value is given to MUX. All the input values are 32-bit. The 
resultant W output from the MUX is stored in register bank address name it as RB-Write / Register Bank-Write. In this 
system, we propose a high-performance architectural scheme for the synthesis of flexible hardware DSP accelerators by 
combining optimization techniques from both the architecture and arithmetic levels of abstraction. We introduce a 
flexible datapath architecture that exploits CS optimized templates of chained operations.  
The proposed architecture comprises flexible computational units (FCUs), which enable the execution of a large set of 
operation templates found in DSP kernels. The proposed accelerator architecture delivers average gains of up to 
61.91% in area-delay product and 54.43% in energy consumption compared to state-of-art flexible data paths, 
sustaining efficiency toward scaled technologies. 
Each FCU operates directly on CS operands and produces data in the same form1 for direct reuse of intermediate 
results. Each FCU operates on 16-bit operands. Such a bit-length is adequate for the most DSP data paths, but the 
architectural concept of the FCU can be straightforwardly adapted for smaller or larger bit-lengths. The number of 
FCUs is determined at design time based on the ILP and area constraints imposed by the designer. The CS to Bin 
module is a ripple-carry adder and converts the CS form to the two’s complement one. The register bank consists of 
scratch registers and is used for storing intermediate results and sharing operands among the FCUs. Different DSP 
kernels (i.e., different register allocation and data communication patterns per kernel) can be mapped onto the proposed 
architecture using post-RTL data path interconnection sharing techniques.  
The control unit drives the overall architecture (i.e., communication between the data port and the register bank, 
configuration words of the FCUs and selection signals for the multiplexers) in each clock cycle. In order to efficiently 
map DSP kernels onto the proposed FCU-based accelerator, the semiautomatic synthesis methodology presented has 
been adapted. At first, a CS-aware transformation is performed onto the original DFG, merging nodes of multiple 
chained additions/subtractions to 4:2 compressors. A pattern generation on the transformed DFG clusters the CS nodes 
with the multiplication operations to form FCU template operations.  
The designer selects the FCU operations covering the DFG for minimized latency. Given that the number of FCUs is 
fixed, a resource-constrained scheduling is considered with the available FCUs and CS to Bin modules determining the 
resource constraint set. The clustered DFG is scheduled, so that each FCU operation is assigned to a specific control 
step. A list-based scheduler has been adopted considering the mobility2 of FCU operations. The FCU operations are 
scheduled according to descending mobility. The scheduled FCU operations are bound onto FCU instances and proper 
configuration bits are generated. After completing register allocation, a FSM is generated in order to implement the 
control unit of the overall architecture. 
 
 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

A. Circuit-Level Exploration of the Proposed FCU With Respect to Technology Scaling  
    A circuit-level comparative study was conducted among the proposed FCU, the flexible computational component 
(FCC) and the reconfigurable arithmetic unit (RAU) in scaled technology nodes. The CS representation requires twice 
the number of bits of the respective two’s complement form, thus, increasing wiring and affecting performance in 
scaled technologies. This experimentation targets to show that the scaling impact on the performance does not 
eliminate the benefits of using CS arithmetic. The three units considered were described in RTL using Verilog. The 
CSA tree of the proposed FCU and the adders and multipliers of the FCC were imported from the Synopsys Design 
Ware library. We used Synopsys Design Compiler to synthesize the examined units and the TSMC 130, 90, and 65 nm 
standard cell libraries. We synthesized each unit with the highest optimization degree at its critical clock period and 20 
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higher ones with a step interval of 0.10 ns. Fig. 5 reports the area complexity of the evaluated units at 130, 90, and 65 
nm of synthesis technology. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4 Area Time Diagram of FCU 
 
At 130 nm, the proposed FCU, the FCC, and the RAU operate without timing violations starting at 2.98, 4.83, and 1.99 
ns, respectively. At 90 nm, the proposed FCU, the FCC, and the RAU are timing functional starting at 1.66, 2.46, and 
1.01 ns, respectively. In addition, at 65 nm, the proposed FCU, the FCC, and the RAU start operating without timing 
violations at 1.13, 1.68, and 0.67 ns, respectively. As the synthesis technology is scaled down, Fig. 5 shows that the 
proposed FCU outperforms the FCC in terms of critical delay and area complexity, but presents larger values for these 
metrics than the RAU in all the technology nodes. However, RAU’s flexible pipeline stage (FPS) features limited 
ability in carrying out heavy arithmetic operations as shown from the mega operations per second/watt (MOPS/W) 
evaluation in Fig. 5. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5 MOPS/W Values of FCU at the lowest achievable clock periods with respect to the Synthesis Technology 
 
Fig. 5 shows the MOPS/W values for the proposed FCU, the FCC, and the RAU at their critical clock periods with 
respect to the synthesis technology. For each unit, we consider the templates with the largest number of active 
operations without overlapping the one another and calculate the average ((#Ops)/(#Cycles)) factor. The #Ops derives 
from the two’s complement arithmetic operations (additive or multiplicative). For CS-aware units, i.e., FCU and RAU, 
the CS to Bin module runs in parallel with the FCU or RAU, thus counting as one additive operation. In particular, for 
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the proposed FCU, we consider the templates T1 (or T2) with six operations (e.g., five operations from T1 and one 
operation from CS to Bin) in one cycle and T3 with five operations in one cycle. 
Thus, ((#Ops)/(#Cycles))FCU = 11/2. For the FCC, we consider only the full load case of four operations in one cycle 
resulting in ((#Ops)/(#Cycles))FCC = 4. In addition, for the RAU, we consider the template of five additive operations 
that are carried out in one cycle, and the template of one multiplication that needs four cycles. Thus, 
((#Ops)/(#Cycles))RAU = 21/8. The clock frequency ClkFreq is the highest one that each unit achieves (i.e., the critical 
clock period). The power values for computing the MOPS/W ones have been extracted by simulating each unit with 
Modelsim for 216 random inputs and using the Synopsys Primetime-PX with the average calculation mode triggered. 
As shown, the proposed FCU delivers average MOPS/W gains across technology nodes of 6× and 2× over FCC and 
RAU, respectively. Thus, as the synthesis technology is scaled down, the benefits of the proposed FCU remain. 
 
B. Mapping of DSP Kernels onto the Proposed FCU-Based Architecture 
     We examined the efficiency of the proposed solution by mapping and accelerating DSP kernels onto the FCU data 
path, that is: 1) a sixth-order ELLIPTIC filter; 2) a 16-taps Finite Impulse Response filter (FIR16); 3) a nonlinear IIR 
VOLTERRA filter; 4) an 1-D unrolled Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) kernel (UDCT); 5) the 2-D JPEG DCT 
(JPEGDCT); and 6) the 2-D Inverse MPEG DCT (MPEG_IDCT). The kernels were scheduled and mapped onto the 
architectures based on the proposed FCU, the FCC, and the RAU. The proposed architecture comprises four FCUs and 
one CS to Bin module, the FCC-based one contains two FCCs (= 8 ALUs + 8 Multipliers), and the RAU-based 
architecture consists of four FPSs and one CS to Bin module. For each kernel mapped, the maximum memory 
bandwidth has been allocated between the local storage and the processing elements. All the data paths were 
synthesized at 65 nm. The clock periods were specified at 1.60, 2.20, and 1.20 ns for the proposed FCU-, the FCC-, and 
the RAU-based architectures, respectively, considering the critical delays of Section V-A plus a slack of 0.50 ns for 
absorbing any delays inserted by the multiplexers and control units. Energy consumption values were calculated 
through PrimeTime-PX after simulating each data path with Modelsim. 
Table I reports the execution latency, area complexity, and energy values of the DSP kernels mapped onto the 
examined architectures. The execution latency is the total number of cycles multiplied by the clock period for the 
synthesis of each architecture. 
 

                                               
 
The average latency gains of the proposed FCU-based architecture over the ones built on the FCC and the RAU are 
33.36% and 56.69%, respectively. Regarding the area complexity, the proposed FCU-based flexible data path delivers 
average gains of 31.75% and 13.23% over the FCC- and RAU-based solutions, respectively. As shown, different 
kernels demand different area resources due to the differing needs regarding the number of scratch registers and 
multiplexers, as well as the complexity of the control unit (i.e., the more cycles a mapped kernel needs for execution, 
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the more complex the control unit). Table I also reports the metrics of the area-delay product and the energy providing 
a clear view of the beneficial characteristics of the proposed approach and allowing us to safely conclude that the 
proposed architecture forms a very efficient solution for DSP acceleration. 

                                                   
 
Table II shows the theoretically estimated values for the execution latency and area complexity of the DSP kernels 
mapped onto the examined architectures. Regarding both the execution latency and the area complexity and 
considering all the DSP kernels, the proposed FCU-based architecture outperforms the ones built on the FCC and the 
RAU. As expected, the timing constraints and the effects of cell sizing implied by the Design Compiler synthesis tool, 
in some cases result in inconsistencies between the experimental and the theoretical studies, e.g., in Table I, the latency 
of ELLIPTIC kernel on FCC is more efficient than the one on RAU, but in Table II, the RAU-based ELLIPTIC kernel 
outperforms the one based on the FCC. In any case, both the experimental and theoretical analysis indicated that the 
proposed approach forms the most efficient architectural solution. 
 

VI. SAMPLE SCREENSHOTS 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
 

    We introduced a flexible accelerator architecture that exploits the incorporation of CS arithmetic optimizations to 
enable fast chaining of additive and multiplicative operations. The proposed flexible accelerator architecture is able to 
operate on both conventional two’s complement and CS-formatted data operands, thus enabling high degrees of 
computational density to be achieved. Theoretical and experimental analyses have shown that the proposed solution 
forms an efficient design tradeoff point delivering optimized latency/area and energy implementations. 
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